
Wheels & Heels: A city girl’s perspective on living life to it’s fullest 

Getting into the swing of things! 

 

Hi everyone!  It’s great to be back.  2019 was a very busy year, and 2020 is starting to take on a whole new theme 

for me.  I’m excited to be a part of this newsletter and to have such an awesome platform for speaking my mind 

and sharing my thoughts about living life as a person with a disability…and living it to the fullest!   

 

I figured a good way to get started is to re-introduce myself.  My name is Lorinda, and I reside in Downtown, 

Miami, Florida.  There are so many parts to the path of my life I could share, but most importantly I am at heart a 

writer - someone who loves the power of the pen and always goes back to writing as an expression of my 

experiences.  One of the most impactful characteristics writing as a modality of expression is that supersedes all 

physical abilities.  We all have a voice.  We all have something to say.  And regardless of your physical abilities, there 

is a way for you, too, to express your passion on paper.   

 

I remember as a college student, a transitionary time when the neuromuscular disability I was born with began to 

deteriorate, and writing with a traditional pen and paper became nearly impossible.  It was one of the few times in 

my life that I felt truly defeated.  After years of becoming addicted to the negative idea that “I would never write 

again” a friend out of the blue mentioned a computer program that would allow me to dictate words on a computer 

screen.  An impromptu conversation became a pivotal moment in my life.  Really thinking about it, as simple as it 

may sound, that moment taught me that for every problem there is a solution.  There is absolutely nothing I can’t 

do and every challenge does have a way out.  I’ve lived the rest of my life to the beat of that song, and it’s been an 

amazing ride every since! 

 

I’m excited to be back to writing….and even more grateful for DIG for giving me this amazing platform to express 

my individual thoughts and feelings about living life as a person with a disability.  Here’s to more stories, tidbits of 

wisdom, and real life examples of how amazing life can be! 

 

Keep Smiling  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Author: Lorinda Gonzalez resides in Downtown, Miami with her family and 

service dog, Remy. She was diagnosed with Spinal Muscular Atrophy at the age of 

three, and has used a motorized wheelchair for mobility since the age of nine. As 

an avid writer and reader, she has worked as a grant writer and editor since 2009 

and founded a grant writing and training firm, Grant Ink in 2015.  She recently 

participated in Bold Beauty Project where she was a model supporting the cause of 



showcasing women with disabilities and beautiful and sexy. Lorinda holds a Bachelor in the Arts Degree in English 

Writing and Rhetoric, and is currently completing a Masters of Arts Degree in Communications.  She is a co-

founder of NMD United, a 501c3 and on the board of multiple non-profit organizations.  In her free time, Lorinda 

enjoys spending time with family and friends, painting, listening to music, and traveling to historical locations.   

 
 


